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CAF Launches RENEW Car Wash™ Tunnel and Bay Cleaner
Car Wash Tunnel Cleaning is Now Safer and More
Effective
Maple Valley, WA, June 1, 2020 – RENEW Car Wash™
Tunnel and Bay Cleaner is the safest and most effective
way to clean the hard surfaces in car wash tunnels.
RENEW Car Wash Tunnel and Bay Cleaner takes a once
dangerous task of cleaning car wash locations and makes
it safe and easy. The RENEW proprietary formula was
specifically developed with high-traffic car washes and
strict environmental concerns in mind. Using advanced
acid replacement technology, CAF Outdoor Cleaning is
making the cleaning process more effective, all while
keeping employees safe. RENEW removes built-up dirt,
scum, hard water, mold and mildew from car wash
tunnels and is safe for use on painted block, PVC panels,
FRP, tile and brick.
RENEW allows employees to clean car wash tunnels without the need for expensive and invasive PPE.
With RENEW it is recommended that employees wear gloves and goggles, not the bulky hazmat suits
that are required with the use of hydrofluoric acid. RENEW is also reclaim safe and will not harm or
negatively impact the delicate chemistry of a reclaim system – saving additional time, money and
resources.

Once applied, RENEW takes just 3 minutes to remove dirt and grime from tunnel surfaces. It’s perfect
for use in multiple car wash locations including C-Stores, fueling locations, truck stops, rental car
facilities, vehicle dealerships and any other location with a car wash tunnel.
Car washes are inherently dirty due to the nature of how they operate. Built up dirt, soap scum, hard
water and other materials accumulate on surfaces and in reclaim systems. To combat these car wash
tunnel cleaning challenges, the industry has turned to extremely unsafe chemicals like hydrofluoric acid,
which can be deadly in small concentrations. Numerous people have been injured or killed using
hydrofluoric acid in and outside of the carwash industry. Alternative methods for cleaning car wash
tunnels include outsourcing cleaning tasks to specialized tunnel cleaning companies. However, this can
be time consuming, costly and may still use hydrofluoric acid.
Other cleaning methods – manual scrubbing, corrosive chemicals and outsourced labor – will
undoubtedly cost users more in the long run. Additionally, competitor products are extremely
dangerous and less effective than the active ingredients found in RENEW. If you’re looking for a safe,
effective way to clean your car wash tunnels, RENEW is the only way to go.
RENEW Car Wash Tunnel and Bay Cleaner:
• Safe – No hazmat suit required
• Acid Free – No hydrofluoric acid
• Value – Saves on labor and costs
• Eliminates – Soap scum, dirt & hard water
• Reclaim Safe – Helps with odor control
###
CAF is the industry leader in supplying innovative cleaning products and solutions that help stores
differentiate from the competition by providing a 5-star customer experience at the pumps. In addition
to superior cleaning products, CAF also provides training and ongoing execution support to over 30,000
sites in North America and Europe. CAF saves retailers time and money -- improving the customer
experience while they fuel and driving inside sales. Simply put: Clean stores sell more. Visit
www.mycaf.com for more information as well as full product descriptions.

